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The SadneSSeS of The SparrowS

1

the captive sparrows flying free
are light 
         like stars
and the peach trees lift
their limbs up bare beneath the snow

2

the sparrow which is born with night 
it sings between my heart and yours
and we are lost when it takes fright
and flies

3

and I am born with the shadow
and I die in the light—
naked— where the violets are
the only memory— left
of the— what is left of the— soul 
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4

I dreamed of the old smiles and I raised them to the fire and my face turned to ashes

5

beloved, for you 
I will be riddles

I will take my papers, all my papers
and I will burn them all
before regret can take me by surprise
before the door can open onto the abyss

6

woman of storm
from light born 
returned to light once more
you forgot
your whip 
upon the face

7 

the straw drops seeds of silence
the scarlet bird spreads out its wings
the secrets rise
beneath my ribs your image disappears 
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my memory of you presses 
my breath
asphyxiates

8 

in winter
our thoughts sleep and our roses sleep
as the sparrows sleep 
who come from the ends of the night
with fear and waiting borne
between their little wings

9 

dreaming small birds dip
rose beaks in damp wings
heads left to wind
ripple and run to dream

10

you shiver as the sparrows shiver as
the wings of wind beat at their flanks
    and the rain
and above the the sadnesses of evening
I see you
put out
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11

before despair can overtake me
little one 
lock your frightened arms around me
throw their keys into the sea
shutter the shock of your eyes with my eye
so they don’t see my fingers
figured on the spears
don’t let the wails take you by unawares
my witch, o
 woman
braiding her hair in the sun

for the sadness and the journeying over rivers
for the sake of the ink stirred with blood
I lift my face: 
an innocence, a sparrow 
shivering beneath the rain
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The wound and The viSion

Drowsing, two roses trembling,
Pillow, over you,
Two roses wilting are
My head and this evening,
As the vision’s wing comes sweeping down
The wound is bleeding,
Drop and drop, a

Drop of blood is a birthing, a
Drop of blood is a watering, a
Drop of blood is a grief a grief,
The wounded wing is sweeping
Down, deep and deepening,
And waking is put out.
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The rooTS of The windS

Sea winds snatch the breath away
But suffering is fine aged wine
And these seasons
Forever run away 
To dry land.
I gather in my wings and fall
Like heads of flowers fall
Palely and unrooted,
As yellow as the autumn on the shore,
Bewitched by sea winds.
“The dust on your shore is the gold of regret.
I dream you as a master. 
I flee to your violence and you fold me in
Out of the storm.”
The seasons ever flee to land,
No boat will ever bear me back again.
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eyeS of graSS

Receive my footsteps, still
And silent street, and drift with me
And cast your dew-bright stories out
To either shoulder of the road
Before the wind comes bodying
The empty pavements and
The night’s refuse.
Street full of misery
And waiting, you were maybe
A brief alley which ran through
To morning’s forest. You yawn
By night and in the day and with the dawn
Throw out your lids like sails across 
Two eyes of dew-bright grass.
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final deaTh

O love, O
Most dark night,
Your missing stars
Are in my heart.

Hot coal of blood
As unstill as a heart 
Beating in fury.
These are evenings in which to bid
The travellers farewell; the nights which
Dress up in the dust of distances,
The long walks.

O death, O
You who waits for me in doorways with
Your final sword,
Follow me, follow me,
I am the victim who does follow you, O
Death, O you
Who through the long nights keeps me company,
Still as the moon,
Familiar as a friend,
Whose secrets do you carry in your eyes?
Your rattling sadness occupies my heart
And the seashells opening are wounds
In my soft clay.
Trace with your gaze my pink thickets
And lie quiet on the pale bed there
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Where madness and the waiting are
Its dust-dull wings.
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The condemned lakeS

The condemned lakes 
Hang in the void of the map
Like African beads 
Pitched and rolled in winds
Both foe and friend.

My two daughters,
Plural things,
Small guardians of the sea,
Are your eyes fixed upon its perfect feast?
The ocean Eucharist?
Small plural things upon
The trembling bridges,
The freckles spread across your noses,
Upon your cheekbones, 
Your tiny kisses turn me sad 
As churches’ bell towers. 
I was bringing you forth in your Bedouin bed
And the world was hurling its waters into the unknown,
And the heart was a metropolis for violence,
And the flood was biting at my knees.
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The STraiTS of air

All the catastrophes
Funnelled through the straits of air
And blew my mouth to bits.
And here comes the sword that cuts
Though there are no more necks
And the actresses are carved up between the strangers:
Mask to the servants,
Flesh to the lords.
Holes in the air, who lives there?
Torturer
Or victim?
The blue flame on the wick
Or the whip’s sting?
The spiteful dark is there, and there
The punishments are dreamt up on the wing
So who would dare to dance or sing?
Come, let us take our bones and store them
In the underground and sign them in,
But will the earth betray us?


